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Senator Max Baucus
Trade and Congress--The Coming Term
Information Technology Industry Council Remarks
10122/98
It is truly a pleasure to have the opportunity to
speak with you, the leaders of the information
technology industry. I want to thank you for inviting
me. And I would like to emphasize how gracious and
flexible you've been in accommodating my changing
schedule.
The 1 05th Congress is on the cusp of
adjournment. It has been a long and arduous two
years with many ups and downs along the way, but
tomorrow we will close. And, I am proud to say that
my colleagues and I have accomplished much this year
in the information technology arena.
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First up, the H1-B visa program. In the past few
years, there has been a steadily growing shortage of
experts in the math, science, engineering and
information technology fields. Alerted to this growing
problem by your industry, Congress took action.
Members in both Houses introduced legislation
which would increase the sixty-five thousand cap on
"specialty occupation" professional workers. After a
heated and prolonged debate, a compromise was
struck. The bill is included in the Omnibus
Appropriations Act which will be passed tomorrow.
And soon, that bill will be law.
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This legislation helps the United States remain
competitive on two fronts. (1) it increases access to
skilled personnel by increasing the cap to 1 1 5,000
workers in Fiscal Years 1999 and 2000 and (2) it
expands educational and training opportunities for our
own American students and workers.
What does this mean for America? It's a win for
both the producers of high-technology and American
workers. It allows us to stay in the lead on the
technology front while investing time and resources
into preparing the American workforce of the future.
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In addition to the H1-B visas, another important
piece of legislation -- The Internet Tax Freedom Act -
was included in the Omnibus Bill, though not without a
lot of last minute effort.
The Act provides a 3 year moratorium on new
state sales taxes on Internet access and services.
During the moratorium, a National Commission will try
to establish uniform policies for states to follow in
taxing Internet transactions. At the same time, our
Trade Representative will be working with our
international trading partners to establish the Internet
as a tariff-free zone. Our goal is to provide an optimum
environment for the growth of electronic commerce,
both domestically and internationally.
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Another important development was the extension
of the Research and Development tax credit through
the end of next June. This extension is retroactive to
the credit's expiration last June, eliminating the
potential for a gap in the availability of the credit.
I must tell you, I become very frustrated every year
when we go through the exercise of extending this
credit. I think it should be made permanent, so
businesses can count on it and include it in their
planning process. But it is an expensive credit to
extend under our budget rules -- each year's extension
costs over $2 billion in lost revenue that must be
offset.
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This year was more difficult than most, with the
fate of the credit in the balance up until the very last
minute. And the final decision to extend only until
June ensures that we will go through an extensive
debate about the value of the credit again next year.
Speaking of Research and Development, we are
making substantive progress towards increasing the
amount of federal funding for civilian R&D.
Earlier this year, S. 2217 was introduced in the
Senate. This bill would double federal funding for
civilian R&D over a twelve year period. This would
mean investing $38 billion in Fiscal Year 1999,
increasing to $68 billion by 2012.
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In the ever-changing world of information
technology, this will provide a steady source of funding
-- helping American companies to remain at the
pinnacle of technological achievement.
Yet another major accomplishment for the high-
tech industry is the IRS Restructuring bill. You
probably know that the Senate Finance and the House
Ways and Means Committees spent a great deal of
time during the 105th Congress trying to figure out
how to best restructure the Internal Revenue Service.
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You probably are also aware of some of the major
provisions of the legislation that was finally signed into
law -- a National Commission, composed mainly of
private sector members, to oversee IRS operations and
planning; a new realignment of the IRS along functional
lines, to improve the expertise of the IRS employees
taxpayers deal with; changes in the burden of proof
and expansion of taxpayer confidentiality to
non-attorneys, as just a few examples.
But what you may not know is that this legislation
also included new protections for software source
code.
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Senator Nickles and I introduced a bill designed to
make sure IRS only has access to your source code as
a last resort when auditing taxpayers, and that the
access they do get is limited, with the highest level of
protection possible against someone stealing profits
from your work.
While not everything in our bill was included in the
IRS legislation, I am confident your trade secrets will
now be protected against arbitrary actions by the
Service.
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Finally, the 105th Congress went to great lengths
to anticipate, recognize and meet the emerging needs
of the information technology industry. And, we did so
with moderate success.
However, our work is nowhere close to complete.
When the 106th Congress convenes in January, our
success and our legacy in the realm of information
technology will largely depend on the manner in which
we deal with trade issues in the global marketplace.
As we take our place in the global market, we
Americans have a unique role. More than at any time
since the early years of the Cold War, the world looks
to us--
10
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-- as a guarantor of peace in regions from Kosovo to
Central Africa to Cambodia and the Persian Gulf;
-- as a leader in the quest for prosperity, as we look
toward more fair and open trade and an effective
approach to the financial crisis;
-- as the pace setter in science and technology; and as
an example of effective democratic government and
respect for human rights.
This is a demanding role. We may not have sought
it. Some of us may not entirely welcome it. But it is a
role that in this post-Cold War world nobody else can
fulfill.
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In order to fully live up to this role, we mut lead
where it is necessary in the global marketplace, as well
as act in the best interests of America and her
economy.
With these goals in mind, the 106th Congress will
have to face some very difficult issues and challenges,
just as we did at the close of the 1 0 5 th Congress with
passage of an appropriation for the International
Monetary Fund. While making some needed reforms to
the IMF, Congress and the Administration sent an
important message--albeit belated--that Americans care
what happens to the global economy. Indeed, it is an
economy that can change overnight, as we saw very
clearly in the Asian financial crisis.
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In the past eighteen months, an event which began
with the devaluation of the Thai currency has become a
crisis threatening nations all over the globe. It has
brought cataclysmic change to Indonesia, a nation of
200 million people. It has threatened the stability of
Russia -- a nuclear power whose efforts toward reform
will help determine the future of Europe. It has shaken
the economies of South America and South Africa.
And it has this year come home to the farms of
Montana, as our export markets have contracted,
prices fallen and families faced the worst threats to
rural America in over a decade.
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The global economic tremor has also greatly
affected this state. California, the nation's leading
exporter to Asia, accounts for 27% of U.S. exports to
the region. With nearly $50 billion exported to Asia in
1997-- 48% of the state's merchandise exports--
California cannot ignore what happens in Asia any
more than it can afford to ignore what happens on Wall
Street.
Exports to Asia in the electric and electronic
equipment sector decreased 12% between the first
quarter of 1997 and the first quarter of 1 998. It has
never been more clear to me: for the United States to
remain the w orld's dominant economic power, it must
pay attention to what happens around the globe.
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The 106th Congress will bring new challenges.
New opportunities await in the way of sanctions
reform, fast track negotiating authority, Normal Trade
Relations, and the accession of China to the World
Trade Organization.
In June of this year, Senator Lott asked me to
participate in the Senate Sanctions Task Force, a
bipartisan group of Senators charged with making
sense of our confusing economic sanctions policy. It is
a policy which, between 1993 and 1996, was used on
roughly 60 occasions -- 1 5 times greater than during
the Cold War.
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And this policy has been used at a great cost:
Countries sanctioned by the United States include 42%
of the world's population--roughly 2.3 billion potential
consumers of U.S. goods and services. This lost
export revenue is concentrated in the agricultural
sectors, as well as in the oil and high tech sectors, and
thus disproportionately impacts communities and areas
that depend on these industries.
According to the Institute for International
Economics, the cost of sanctions in 1995 alone was
nearly $20 billion in lost exports and 200,000 lost
American jobs.
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If we carry those costs forward by five years,
these same sanctions would cost the American
economy $100 billion in foregone exports and one
million jobs. That is a high price to pay for a policy that
is usually unsuccessful.
I am not here to call for the end of economic
sanctions as a foreign policy tool. But I do think our
sanctions policy could use some re-thinking, and I will
continue to make this one of my highest legislative
priorities. I am pleased to have been able recently to
facilitate communication between the Administration
and Senator Lugar in the hope that progress toward
sanctions reform can be made.
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I understand that over the recess they will continue
to negotiate how best to re-tool our sanctions policy
and present Congress with proposed legislation.
Just as Washington has occasionally reacted in a
knee-jerk fashion when it comes to sanctions, so too
have Congress and the Administration failed to come to
agreement on Fast Track negotiating authority.
You can be assured that Fast Track legislation will
remain one of the top trade priorities in the 106th
Congress, As you are already aware, legislation
authorizing fast track authority expired in 1 994 and
failed to pass the House of Representatives last month
despite Senate support.
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I do hope that we are able to enact fast track
authority in 1 999 so that we can resume control of our
trade agenda. Get our trade negotiations with Chile
back on track. Here's a clear cut case where the
longer we wait, the more countries like Canada are able
to take advantage of our inability to compete due to an
11 % tariff. While we sit aside and play games with
our trade policy, Canada and Mexico are cutting major
bilateral trade agreements throughout the Americas.
And, with the loss of market share in Asia due to the
financial crisis, we cannot afford to sacrifice another
market.
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We must put trade on the front burner - get
involved, stay involved, re-establish our credibility and
competitiveness. We must pass fast track authority
and move on to things more important -- like taking a
front seat at the next round of the World Trade
Organization talks.
Fortunately, we are over the annual hurdle of
Most-Favored-Nation, now Normal Trading Relations
(NTR) for China. Having accompanied President
Clinton during the summit this summer and looking
forward to returning to Asia this winter, I can assure
you that this issue continues to be of concern - -in
China and this country.
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The annual battle sparks an embarrassing floor
debate about China's dirty laundry -- rehashing facts
we already know. Their government is not perfect,
human rights continue to be a problem, the
environment needs cleaned up, and China needs to
move forward not backward on market access.
We also know that denying normal trading status is
a sanction, plain and simple. So I challenge my
colleagues who oppose NTR for China to consider the
following questions: (1) How do we in the U.S. benefit
from such action?
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(2) How will denying NTR coerce/convince China
into joining the 21st Century. On either front, isolating
China is far less desireable than engaging China,
especially for your high-technology industry.
I think you would agree with me that as we take a
look back at the last ten years, we can recognize that
_~~~~~~~~
we've made some progress. We've put intellectual
property protection in the spotlight. We've pushed
hard for market access. We've provided a window to
Democracy through global internet access. We've
come too far now to change course and close the door
on China.
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Yes, the Chinese need to live up to their end of the
bargain -- take part in the global marketplace as a
full-fledged member of the World Trade Organization,
As I've said repeatedly, the U.S. must retain some
leverage and not give permanent NTR until China joins
the WTO. And there must be no political WTO. Only
commercially acceptable WTO with acceptable
timelines.
Will accession happen this year? This Century?
This Millenium? I doubt it. After talking with many
politicians and general citizens, I have the impression
that the Chinese simply aren't prepared.
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They face a plethora of problems - a troubled
economy, divided political leadership, reconfigured
military, massive unemployment and unexpected
environmental disasters such as flooding.
Even so, we need to continue to push for
accession. We must not allow the Chinese to
consciously wait any longer than necessary. Quite
simply, congressional patience is wearing thin. Thus,
we have to be fair but firm. NTR should not be
repealed with China. Yet, it also should not be
permanent until they've opened up. We must make
certain that as China emerges as a world power is it
more interested in accommodating American interests
than opposing them.
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Finally, we must continue efforts involving
technology that are best resolved in the trade area. In
particular, I would like to commend your organization,
the Information Technology Industry Council, for its
efforts in successfully implementing the Information
Technology Agreement which now boasts 44 country
signatories,
You can be assured that I will continue to actively
support your efforts and that of the U.S. Trade
Representative as we work to complete the ITA-2
negotiations to provide additional product coverage.
Yours is a "fluid" industry - a work' in progress - that
warrants continued efforts to protect and promote the
industry.
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Efforts to make certain that your latest innovations
do not face untimely and unfair trade barriers, Efforts
resulting in ITA success that send a clear signal that
the US is committed to keeping up with technological
change and innovation.
When the 106th Congress convenes in January,
the Senate needs to approach these issues in a
thoughtful, reasonable and bipartisan manner.
Unfortunately, in recent years, this has not been
happening. That is why I recently organized a
Bipartisan Foreign Policy Group with several of my
colleagues.
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This group is ad-hoc and its discussions are
informal. Its proceedings will not show up in the press
or the Congressional Record. Perhaps for that reason,
senators have been willing to discuss at length the
problems we as a nation and world face. In addition to
the bipartisanship the group fosters, I can tell you that
it has also served a significant role towards expanding
contact between Congress and the Administration.
The recent budget negotiations are evidence
enough that such dialogue is sorely needed. Everything
from Kosovo to the economic crisis have been
discussed, and I anticipate a continued positive role for
this group in the future.
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If Congress meets these challenges in a
well-balanced and bipartisan fashion, the American
economy and the world economy will grow and
prosper, but it's going to take a little foresight and
continued hard work.
In closing, I would like to tell you a story. One of
the more enjoyable parts of my job is that I periodically
lead trade missions abroad with my fellow Montanans.
The most recent of which was a tour through South
America this past August.
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During this mission, I was accompanied by
representatives from an environmental technology firm,
as well as an expert in distance-learning from the
University of Montana. Little did we realize that this
combination would result in technological success
linking the Rockies to the Andes. The result of this
partnership will be broadcast this very week when
mining technology students and experts in Butte,
Montana will be linked via satellite with their
counterparts in Peru and Chile for the first in a series of
intercontinental training seminars. I think this is a
perfect example of where we have seen the future and
it is here - in our backyard - within our reach.
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What we do now, portends what will happen in the
future. As you can see, the issues facing the
upcoming Congress can have positive and concrete
results. And, with industries like yours leading the
way, bringing innovations and ideas to the world, the
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5 ,~Q. Good morning. It is truly a pleasure to have the opportunity to speak with the leaders of
the information technology industry. I want to thank you for inviting me.
The 105th Congress is on the cusp of adjournment. It has been a long and arduous two
years with many ups and downs along the way, but we are now at a close. And, I am proud to
Ad id say that my colleagues and I have accomplished much this year in the information technology
;L<- arena. (a,,
HIGH-TECH ACCOMPLISHMENTS 1q
First accomplishment, the HI-B visa category. In the past few years, there has been an
creasing shortage of experts in the math, science, engineering and information technology
fields. We, in Congress, saw this growing problem and took action.
Members in both Houses introduced legislation which would increase the sixty-five
thousand cap on "specialty occupation" professional workers. After a heated and prolonged
debate--a compromise was struck and the bill is included in the Omnibus Appropriations Act,
passed last night. Soon, that bill will be law.
This legislation helps the United States remain competitive on two fronts. (1) it increases
access to skilled personnel by increasing the cap to 115,000 workers in Fiscal Years 1999 and
2000 and (2) it expands educational and training opportunities for our own American students
and workers.
What does this mean for America? It's a win for both the producers of high-technology
and American workers. It allows us to stay in the lead on the technology front while investing
time and resources into training the American workforce of the future.
Two additional legislative initiatives were included in the Omnibus Appropriations Act
that we just completed. The Internet Tax Freedom Act was included in the bill, though not
without a lot of last minute effort.
The Act provides a 3 year moratorium on new state sales taxes on Internet access and
services. During the moratorium, a National Commission will try and come up with uniform,
fair policies for states to follow in taxing Internet transactions. At the same time, our Trade
Representative will be working with our international trading partners to establish the Internet as
a tariff-free zone. Our goal is to provide an optimum environment for the growth of electronic
1
commerce, both domestically and internationally.
Third accomplishment, we have again extended the Research and Devlpment taxredit
through the end of next June. This extension is retroactive to the credit's expiration last June,
eliminating the potential for a gap in the availability of the credit.
I must tell you, I become very frustrated every year when we go through the exercise of
extending this credit. I think it should be made permanent, so businesses can count on it and
include it in their planning process. But it is an expensive credit to extend under our budget rules
-- each year's extension costs over $2 billion in lost revenue that must be replaced.
This year was more difficult than most, with the fate of the credit in the balance up until
the very last minute. And the final decision to only extend the credit for 12 months guarantees
that we will go through an extensive debate about the value of the credit again next year.
Speaking of Research and Development. We are making substantive progress towards
increasing the amount of federal funding for civilian R&D.
Earlier this year, S. 2217 was introduced in the Senate. This bill would double federal
funding for civilian R&D over a twelve year period. This would mean $38 billion in Fiscal Year
1999 and increasing to $68 billion in 2012.
In the ever-changing world of information technology, this will provide a steady source
of fuinding-allowing American companies to remain at the pinnacle of technological
achievement.
Fourth accomplishment, the IRS Restructuring bill. Many of you probably know that the
Senate Finance and the House Ways and Means Committees spent a great deal of time during the
105th Congress trying to figure out how to best restructure the Internal Revenue Service.
You probably are also aware of some of the major provisions of the legislation that was
finally signed into law -- a National Commission, composed mainly of private sector members,
to oversee IRS operations and planning; a new realignment of the IRS along functional lines, to
improve the expertise of the IRS employees taxpayers deal with; changes in the burden of proof
and expansion of taxpayer confidentiality to non-attorneys, as just a few examples.
But what you may not know is that this legislation also includedr prntection~.for
software source code. Senator Nickels and I introduced a bill designed to make sure IRS only
has access to your source code as a last resort when auditing taxpayers, and that the access they
do get is limited, with the highest level of protection possible against those with access making a
profit off of your work.
I . \VI While not everything in our bill was included in the IRS legislation, I am confident your
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trade secrets will now be protected against arbitrary actions by the Service as the result of our
efforts.
The 105th Congress has gone great lengths to anticipate, recognize and meet th
emerging needs of the information technology industry. And, we have done so w moderate
success. A
However, our work is not even close to complete. When the 106th Congress convenes in
January, our success and our legacy in the realm of information technology will largely depend
on the manner in which we deal with issues in trade and the global marketplace. i
UNITED STATES AS GLOBAL LEADER
(ade and Gentlemen, we Americans have a unique role. More than at any time since
the early years of the Cold War, the world looks to us --
--as a guarantor of peace in regions from Kosovo to Central Africa to Cambodia and the Persian
Gulf;
VLL
--as a leader in the quest for prosperity, as we look toward more fair and open trade and an
effective approach to the financial crisis; 4( ct
--as the pace setter in science and technology; and as an example of effective democratic () q
government and respect for human rights.
This is a demanding role. We may not have sought it. Some of us may not entirely
welcome it. But it is a role that in this post-Cold War world nobody else can fulfill. In order to b
fully live up to this role, to not only lead where it is necessary in the global marketplace, but to
act in the best interests of America and her economy, the 106th Congress will have to face some
very difficult issues and challenges. We did so at the close of the 105th Congress with passage
of funding for the International Monetary Fund.
INTERNATIONAL MONETARY FUND
While making some needed reforms, Congress and the Administration sent an important
message--albeit belated--that Americans care what happens to the global economy. Indeed, it is
an economy that can change overnight, as we saw very clearly in the Asian financial crisis.
In the past eighteen months, an event which began with the devaluation of the Thai
currency has become a crisis threatening nations all over the globe. It has brought cataclysmic
change to Indonesia, a nation of 200 million people. It has threatened the stability of Russia -- a
nuclear power whose efforts toward reform will help determine the future of Europe. It has
shaken the economies of South America and South Africa. And it has this year come home to
3
the farms of Montana, as our export markets have contracted, prices fallen and families faced the , fic
worst threats to rural America in over a decade. j. '
It has also greatly affected this state. California, the nation's leading exporter to Asia,
accounts for 27% of U.S. exports to the region. With nearly $50 billion exported to Asia in
1997_ 48% of the state's merchandise exports_ California cannot ignore what happens in Asia 7
any more than it can afford to ign at happens in New York. Exports to Asia in the electricl ,;JpA
and electronic equipment secto decrease 12% between the first quarter of 1997 and the first
quarter of 1998. It has never bee clear to me: for the United States to remain the world's Sa
dominant economic power, it must pay attention to what happens outside its borders.
CHALLENGES OF THE 106TH CONGRESS
As the 106th Congress comes, so will new . New opportunities await in the way of
sanctions reform, fast track negotiating authority, Normal Trade Relations, and the accession of
China to the World Trade Organization.
SANCTIONS POLICY ,
In June of this year, Senator Lott asked me to participate in the Senoe Sanctions Task (Awl
Force, a bipartisan group of Senators charged with making sense of our confusing economic
sanctions policy. It is a policy which, between 1993 and 1996, 3wesused on roughly 60
occasions -- 15 times greater than during the Cold War. hasp
And it has done so at a great cost: Countries sanctioned by,+ United States encompass
42% of the world's population--roughly 2.3 billion potential consumers of U.S. goods and
services. This lost export revenue is concentrated in the agricultural sectors, as well as in the oil
and high tech ectors, and thus disproportionately impacts communities and areas that depend on
these industrie ts. . 1JA
According to the Institute for International Economics, the cost of sanctions in 1995
alone was nearly $20. billion in lost exports and 200,000 lost American jobs. If we carry those
costs forward by five years, these same sanctions would cost the American economy $100 billion
in foregone exports and one million jobs. That is a high price to pay for a policy that is often
unsuccessful.
I am not here to call for the end of economic sanctions as a foreign policy tool. But I do
think our sanctions policy could use some re-thinking, and I will continue to make this one of my
highest legislative priorities. I am pleased to have been able recently to facilitate contact
between the Administration and Senator Lugar -- one of the Senate's chief advocates of sanctions
reform -- in the hope that progress to that end can be made. I understand that over the recess they
will continue to negotiate how best to re-tool our sanctions policy and present it to Congress in,
4
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the form of legislation.
Fast Track legislation will remain one of the top trade priorities in the 106th Congress.
As you are already aware, legislation authorizing fast track authority expired in 1994 and failed
to pass the House of Representatives last month despite Senate support. ? ? go"
I do hope that we are able to pass fast track authority by early BS g 1998 s at we can
take control of our trade agenda. Get our trade negotiations with Chile back on track. Here's a
clear cut example of the longer we wait, the more countries like Canada are able to take
advantage of our inability to compete due to the 11% tariff. While we sit aside and play games
with our trade policy, Canada and Mexico are cutting major bilateral trade agreements
throughout the Americas. And, with the loss of market share in Asia due to the financial crisis,
we cannot afford to sacrifice another market.
We must put trade on the front burner - get involved, stay involved- lish our
credibility and competitiveness. Pass Fast Track and move on to thin more import t -- like a
front seat at the next round of the World Trade Organization. I
Fortunately, we are over the annual hurdle of Most-Favored-Nation, now Normal Trading
Relations (NTR) for China. Having accompanied President Clinton during the su it his
summer and looking forward to returning to Asia this winter, I can assure you that thi/issue
continues to be of concern. As G
The annual battle sparks an embarrassing floor debate about China's most dirty laundry _
rehashing facts we already know. The government is not perfect, human rights continue to be a
problem, the environment needs cleaned up, and China needs to move forward not backward on
market access.
We also know that denying normal trading status is a sanction, plain and simple. So I
challenge my colleagues who oppose NTR for China to consider the following questions: (1)
How do we in the U.S. benefit from such action? (2) How will denying NTR coerce/convince
China into joining the 21st Century. On either front, isolating China is far less preferential than
engaging China, particularly for high-technolpgy. at,",
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I think you would agree with me that as we take a look back at the last ten years, we can
recognize that we've made some progress. We've put intellectual property protection in the
spotlight. We've pushed hard for market access. We've provided a window to Democracy df
through global internet access. We've come toofar to close the door on China. C/
Nevertheless, the Chinese need to live up to their end of the bargai -ake part in the
global marketplace as a full-fledged member of the World Trade Organiza ion. I've said it
repeatedly and so has the president, the U.S. must retain some leverage a4ot give permanent




with acceptable timelines. J\
Will accession happen this year? This Century? This Millenium? I wish but doubt it.
After talking with many politicians and general citizens, I have the impression that the Chinese
simply aren't prepared due to a plethora of problems - a troubled economy, divided political
leadership, reconfigured military, massive unemployment and unexpected environmental
disasters such as flooding.
Even so, we need to continue to push for accession. Not allow the Chinese to make a
conscious decision to wait any longer than necessary. Quite simply congressional patience is
wearing thin -- and I've often pointed out that it's Congress that sets trade policy under our
constitution. Thus, we have to be firm. NTR should not be repealed with China. Yet, it also
should not be permanent until they've opened up. We must make certain that as China emerges
as a world power is it more interested in accommodating American interests than opposing them.
Finally, we must continue efforts involving technology that are best resolved in the trade
area. In particular, I would like to commend this organization, the Information Technology
Industry Council, for its efforts in successfully implementing the Information Technology o
Agreement which now boasts 44 country signatories. You can be assured that I will do
everything to support your efforts and that of the U.S. Trade Representative as we work to
complete the ITA-2 negotiations to provide additional product coverage. Yours is a "liquid"
industry - a work in progress - that warrants continued efforts to protect and promote the
industry. Efforts to make certain that your latest innovations do not face untimely and unfair
trade barriers. Efforts resulting in ITA success that send a clear signal that the US is committed
to keeping up with technological change and innovation.
BIPARTISAN GROUP
When the 106th Congress convenes in January, the Senate needs to approach these issues
in a thoughtful, reasonable and bipartisan manner. Unfortunately, in recent years, this has not
been happening. That is why I recently organized a Bipartisan Foreign Polic Group with
several of my colleagues. P k \4-j. -, 4 (4J\c/L. e
This group is ad-hoc and its discussions are informal. Its proceedings Aill not shov' up in
thle press or the rongressional rd. Perhaps for that reason, senators have been willing to
) discuss at length the problems we as a nation and world face. In addition to the bipartisanshipJ the group fosters, I can tell you that it has served a significant role towards expanding IV
Q jbi-institutional contact -- between Congress and the Administration-- as well. The recen bdgetE
negotiations are evidence enough that such dialogue is sorely needed. Everything from Kosovo
*o the economic crisis have been discussed, and I anticipate a continued positive role for this
groupinthefuture. -a? M j - Ce / ka H / 7 //-
If Congress meets these challenges in a well-balanced and bipartisan fashion, the
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American economy and the world economy will grow and prosper. It's going to take a little
foresight and a lot of hard work, but I believe it can be done.
CONCLUSION
In closing, I would like to tell you a story. One of the more enjoyable parts of my job is
that I periodically lead trade missions abroad with my fellow Montanans. The most recent of
which was a tour through South America this past August. a22
During this mission, I was accompanied by repr ntatives from an environmental
technology firm, as well as an expert in distan e-learning from the University of
Montana. Little did we realize that this combination would result in technological
success spanning the Rockies to the Andes. The result of which will be broadcast this
q t very week when mining technology students and experts in Butte, Montana will be linked
Nyt via satellite with their counterparts in Peru and Chile for the first in a series of
intercontinental training seminars. I think this is a perfect example of where we have
/ K < @ ,seen the future and it is here - in our backyard - within our reach.
What we do now, portends what will happen in the future. As you can see, the issues
facing the upcoming Congress can have positive and concrete results. And, with industries like
Y% yours leading the way, bringing innovations and ideas to the world, the global economy will
flower and fair and open trade will be a reality. Thank you.
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